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Nuclear modication of the structure function F2 has been an interesting topic
since the discovery of the EMC eect in 1983. Although most studies discuss x
dependence of the modication, Q2 dependence becomes increasingly interesting. It
is because the NMC measured Q2 variations of the ratio FA2 =F
D
2 [1]. Furthermore,
it is found recently that there exist signicant dierences between tin and carbon
Q2 variations, @[F Sn2 =F
C
2 ]=@[lnQ
2] 6= 0 [1]. However, the NMC data are taken in the
limited small Q2 range at small x, so that they are not sucient to test nuclear Q2
evolution. The Q2 dependence is important for understanding perturbative QCD in
nuclear environment, and the future HERA nuclear program can make important
contributions to this interesting topic.
The Q2 dependence of structure functions can be calculated by using the DGLAP
equations. They have been successful in describing many experimental data. How-
ever, as it becomes possible to reach the small x region by high-energy accelerators,
it is necessary to investigate the details of small x physics. The longitudinal local-
ization size of a parton exceeds the average nucleon separation in a nucleus in the
small x region (x < 0:1). It means that partons in dierent nucleons could inter-
act in the nucleus, and the interaction is called parton recombination (PR). This
mechanism is used for explaining nuclear shadowing. There are a number of studies
on the recombinations. Among them, we employ the evolution equations proposed
by Mueller and Qiu. They investigated gluon-gluon recombination eects on the




























































where the variable t is dened by t = −(2=0) ln[s(Q2)=s(Q20)]. In the PR evolu-
tion case, there is an extra evolution equation for a higher-dimensional gluon distri-
bution. The rst two terms in Eqs. (1a) and (1b) describe the process that a parton
2
pj with the nucleon’s momentum fraction y splits into a parton pi with the mo-
mentum fraction x and another parton. The splitting function Ppipj(z) determines
the probability that such a splitting process occurs and the pj-parton momentum is
reduced by the fraction z.
Although the DGLAP equations are well tested by various experimental data, the
PR equations are not well established yet. An interesting problem is possible nuclear
dependence in the Q2 evolution. There are two possible sources for the nuclear
dependence in the evolution equations. One is the input parton distributions, and
another is the recombination eects. The modication of the input x-distributions
in a nucleus aects the Q2 evolution through splitting functions. The recombination
contributions enter into the evolution equations as additional higher-twist eects.
In studying the Q2 evolution, it is very important to have correct input distri-
butions. Fortunately, there are many data on the x dependence of FA2 =F
D
2 , so that
we could have reasonable nuclear input distributions. We employ a hybrid parton
model with recombination and Q2 rescaling mechanisms in Ref. [3]. However, it
does not matter in the Q2 evolution studies what kind of model is used if it can
explain the experimental x dependence of FA2 =F
D
2 . In the hybrid model, we rst
calculate Q2 rescaled valence-quark distributions at Q20. Sea-quark and gluon dis-
tributions are simply modied by a constant mount so as to satisfy the momentum
conservation. Then, obtained distributions are used as input distributions for cal-
culating the recombination eects. In this way, nuclear parton distribution with the
rescaling and recombination eects are obtained at Q20. Because the recombinations
are higher-twist eects, nal distributions are very sensitive to the choice of Q20. It
is xed so that obtained shadowing agrees with the NMC ratios FCa2 =F
D
2 at small x.
In the following, we discuss two topics on the Q2 evolution. The rst is Q2 variation
of FA2 =F
D




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































HERA. There are signicant dierences between tin and carbon Q2 variations ac-
cording to recent NMC analysis. It is the rst indication of nuclear eects on the
Q2 evolution of F2. The phenomena are worth investigating theoretically.
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